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I.

Introduction / Executive Summary

Enterprise operations are becoming more complex due to the growing volume, variety, and velocity of data that
is being generated. Additionally, this enterprise data not only resides in multiple systems, but is also resident in
“silos” with multiple points of ownership across the enterprise. As a result, enterprises operating in mission-critical
environments are challenged to:
•

Discover important patterns and insights on customer
behavior to proactively improve the customer experience.

•

Identify anomalies and exceptions to mitigate threats and
capitalize on opportunities.

•

Monitor key performance metrics to get a better view into
the key metrics and trends impacting end-to-end operational
performance.

SMARTER ACTIONS
Building value in Operational Intelligence is
accomplished by unifying multiple data streams
and analytics types to the best possible actions
for business operations

• Gain real-time insights into enterprise data to drive competitive differentiation.
To meet these challenges, enterprises are looking for Operational Intelligence to take timely actions based on realtime insights. Operational Intelligence solutions address the need for timely actions by monitoring, alerting, and
supporting real-time decision-making through data and analytics about current business conditions.
The Vitria Operational Intelligence (OI) platform takes a novel approach to faster analytics for timely actions and
empowers enterprises by:
•

Delivering faster analytics in real-time with a unique methodology that integrates the analytics value chain
across streaming, historical, predictive, and prescriptive analytics with relevant contextual and situational
data. This results in significant improvements in the quality of actions that lead to better business outcomes
and results.

•

Unifying native and third-party predictive and prescriptive analytical models via a complete and open
platform that complements its core analytics engine.

•

Accelerating application development via a set of self-service and model-driven tools and automation that
empower analysts to create faster analytics in minutes vs. months.

The platform’s faster analytics provides a rapid path to insights and actions that empowers enterprises to take smarter
actions that lead to faster and better business outcomes.
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II. Market Opportunity
Enterprises need to improve their situational awareness and ability to
quickly sense and respond to changing business conditions in the
challenging new era of operations management.The growing volume of
data is being generated by customer management systems, web
servers, and all types of applications. Additionally, the variety of data
cuts across logs, clickstreams, social media feeds, GPS, weather, and
other sources. This volume of data combined with the advancements in
advanced analytics that provide insights and patterns creates the
potential for timely actions to enterprises (Figure 1):

MASSIVE DATA VOLUME & VELOCITY
Harnessing all of this new data with unified
analytics to deliver better outcomes faster
requires new approaches, technology, and
platforms

1. Safety & Security – Cyber security, physical security, and fraud are necessities in
mission-critical environments. With so much business critical information at stake, the
need to protect valuable information is more important than ever before.
2. Operational Efficiency – In today’s competitive environment, enterprises everywhere
must quickly squeeze inefficiency out of all of their operational processes to reduce
costs, minimize waste and increase productivity.
3. Revenue Growth – With new business models and services, service providers can
enable better customer engagement models with predictive offers and services to
guarantee continued loyalty and profitability. Monitoring and providing services based
on a customer’s experiences with your company, its products, and personnel in real-time
is critical to ensuring continued customer loyalty and profitability.

Revenue
Growth

Real Time 1-to-1
Marketing

Predictive Customer
Experience

Supply Chain
Optimization

Operational
Efficiency

Network Service
Assurance

Billing Analytics

Process Visibility

Cyber Security

Fraud Detection

Regulatory
Compliance

Security &
Safety

FIGURE 1: Use Cases
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III. The Business Imperative: Faster Time-to-Value
a)

Timely Action

With the advancements of IP-based technologies in enterprises for ubiquitous connectivity, mobility, and cloud
services, customers now expect 24x7 always-on service availability with minimal service disruption. More importantly,
the time-to-act is also becoming a key service-level agreement (SLA) for many use cases. The time window to act is
shrinking from days to minutes to seconds to milliseconds, and the value of any particular action will diminish rapidly
beyond this time window.
For example, as shown in Figure 2 below:
•

In supply chain, the time window to ensure the optimal operation of a manufacturing and distribution supply
chain will be less than 30 minutes.

•

In a customer contact center, the time window to act on customer needs and requests will be less than 30
seconds.

•

In the financial services industry, the time window to detect and respond to security fraud will be in
milliseconds

Point at which value
begins to decline for:

100%

Supply Chain
Customer Contact Center
Security

5 ms

30 sec

30 mins

Increasing Time Undermines Business Value

FIGURE 2: Time-to-Action Defines the Business Value
With the growing volume and variety of real-time data and with the
reduced time-to-act, enterprises need to leverage advanced real-time
analytics with predictive and historical models to rapidly assess threats
and opportunities before they occur.

TIME-TO-VALUE
Business operations teams need advanced
self-service analytics tools and model-driven
automation technology that will streamline the
development of the core analytical building
blocks of an application

Enabling this type of capability will require new types of analytics
methodologies and unification of disparate software components and
data acquisition technologies. Traditional approaches that use oneoff projects to assemble a solution are unlikely to meet the business
imperatives outlined above since time-to-value is a major challenge with such projects.

b)

Time-to-Value

Reducing the development and implementation timeframes for Operational Intelligence initiatives is a critical
business imperative due to the growing volume, variety, and velocity of data. The traditional approach of building
analytical models and key performance indicators (KPIs) over months is not feasible in today’s business environment.
Analysts and business operations managers need advanced self-service analytics tools and automation technology
that will streamline the development of an Operational Intelligence application from months to minutes. Furthermore,
these applications must be accessible to business operations and not confined to IT and other business analysts.
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IV. Accelerating Time-to-Value with Operational Intelligence
Operational Intelligence provides enterprises real-time visibility and continuous insights into data, events, and
business operations. The ability to make impactful decisions and immediately act on insights largely depends on how
fast the analytics can be executed across the past, present, and future timeframes.

a)

Analytics Value Chain

Achieving timely actions requires the methodology and technology to move through all of the steps of the analytics
value chain (i.e., streaming, historical, predictive, and prescriptive analytics) in real-time. The critical “last mile” for
timely outcomes depends on the ability to execute analytics in real-time across the analytics value chain with relevant
contextual and situational data. Combining this with the ability to take the next best action in any particular scenario
creates the greatest value.
The increasing analytics value chain depicted in Figure 3 below shows how each step
in the process refines the data and adds more value and context:
•

Ingesting data at speed and volume sets the stage for additional
processing.

• Real-time streaming analytics processes incoming streams of data.

FASTER ANALYTICS
ACROSS THE VALUE
CHAIN
Achieving results in the complex
operations management world
requires a methodology and
technology to move through all
of the stages in the analytics
value chain to take the timely
actions to meet business
imperatives

•

This refined data is then correlated with contextual and historical data to
provide a baseline for advanced analytics. Contextual data can include
information, such as geographic information systems (GIS) data, relating to
an application.

•

The next step is to predict exceptions, anomalies, or patterns using
predictive analytics that are based on machine learning over historical and situational data, such as external
events like weather.

•

The final step in the analytics value chain is to apply prescriptive analytics to determine the next best action
to take.

FIGURE 3: Analytics Value Chain
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V. Vitria OI Platform
The Vitria Operational Intelligence (OI) platform (Figure 4) is designed to empower business operations to effectively
deliver timely business outcomes. The platform starts with a comprehensive view of the needs for Operational
Intelligence applications.

OI Applications
Command Center
Real-time
Streaming
Analytics

Historical
Analytics

Predictive
Analytics

Prescriptive
Analytics

Intelligent
Actions

Temporal Analytics Engine
Streaming Ingestion
(Adapters & Connectors)

Data Warehouse / Data Lake

FIGURE 4: Vitria OI Platform

a)

Streaming Ingestion

Any Operational Intelligence platform begins with the challenge of acquiring data from multiple sources. The Vitria OI
platform addresses this challenge with its streaming ingestion capability. Streaming ingestion leverages connectors
and adapters to deliver a fast ingestion of data to the higher layers of the platform. Vitria’s Stream Builder selfservice tool includes an auto-discovery capability that rapidly builds a formal schema used in production ingestion.
Auto-discovery ensures the right data is in the data model at maximum speed. This capability has been built with the
specific business imperatives and big data challenges in mind and is one of the foundational capabilities for faster
analytics.

b)

Data Warehouse / Data Lake

In addition to access to streaming data, the other key foundational
capability at the data access layer is access to the data warehouses
and data lakes found in many enterprises. The platform has an open
standards approach that enables enterprises to leverage their existing
data warehouses or data lake solutions.
The Vitria OI platform streamlines the process of exchanging
information for comprehensive analytics processing. This approach to
data management is another one of the foundational building blocks for
faster analytics.

REAL-TIME END-TO-END VISIBILITY
Vitria’s Temporal Analytics Engine leverages
several types of analytics that delivers real-time,
end-to-end visibility across the past (historical
analytics), present (real-time streaming analytics),
and future (predictive analytics)
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c)

Temporal Analytics Engine

The heart of the platform’s differentiation is the Temporal Analytics
Engine and its complementary components. Vitria’s Temporal Analytics
Engine uses a unique methodology that leverages several types of
Vitria’s Temporal Analytics Engine delivers
analytics that cut across the past (historical analytics), present (realcontinuous insights into business operations, as
they are happening
time streaming analytics), and future (predictive analytics) to create a
unified model that provides an integrated view of all three timeframes.
This “pan-temporal” capability that blends analytics across timeframes
is not found in any other Operational Intelligence platform. The net result for business operations specialists is that
they have 360-degree contextual awareness that provides the fastest and best possible basis for smarter actions that
improves business outcomes.

CONTINUOUS INSIGHTS

Vitria’s Temporal Analytics Engine blends these analytics into a continuous and unified process that goes further by
offering the potential over time for prescriptive analytics, which can recommend specific actions to accomplish certain
outcomes. The Intelligent Actions capability delivers workflow logic, alerts, and notifications to enhance the ability to
take smarter actions that lead to improved business outcomes.
Another important capability of the engine is its ability to define indicators more broadly than traditional KPIs. This
powerful self-service capability enables analysts to rapidly build Business Value Indicators, which combine traditional
KPIs with pattern and anomaly detection. This creates a combined view
of the key drivers of particular outcomes, significantly accelerating the
INTELLIGENT ACTIONS
time-to-value.
These capabilities empower analysts to be nimble to react to business
challenges and create solutions within the platform that enable timely
actions. This enables the implementation of complex analytics in
minutes, not months, and thereby improves business outcomes faster.

Vitria’s Intelligent Actions capability delivers the
final key step of the analytics value chain – taking
action based on the unified analytics

The engine’s unified analytics and new approach to Business Value Indicators is a potent combination that delivers
faster analytics. It enables business operations managers to meet the dramatically reduced time for action and timeto-value that is required for new Operational Intelligence applications.
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Vitria’s Temporal Analytics Engine accelerates the process of the analytics value chain discussed above in section 4.
Each step in the process adds increasing value and ultimately leads to concrete actions. Additionally, moving through
the value chain requires a unified platform that simplifies the process. Assembling disparate technologies to traverse
through the value chain is not an optimal path to solution.
As shown in Figure 5 below, by unifying ingestion, all types of analytics, real-time contextual awareness, situational
awareness, and Intelligent Actions, Vitria’s engine and platform enable enterprises to build applications that will meet
the challenges of Operational Intelligence. This unification is important not only for performance reasons, but also for
the design and engineering to meet the demands of real-time business operations. Vitria’s Temporal Analytics Engine
was built with these imperatives in mind.

Temporal Analytics Engine
FIGURE 5: Vitria Temporal Analytics Engine

d)

Command Center

The Command Center of the platform includes a series of dashboards and visualization features that enable business
operations managers to easily take smarter actions to improve business outcomes faster and create value quickly for
their enterprises.
The self-service capability to build Business Value Indicators in the
Command Center dramatically shrinks development time and brings
valuable Operational Intelligence applications quickly into production.

BUSINESS VALUE INDICATORS
The self-service capability to build Business Value
Indicators in the Command Center dramatically
shrinks the development time and quickly brings
valuable Operational Intelligence applications
into production

•

The Status Board in the Command Center provides a “pantemporal” view, unifying historical, real-time streaming,
and predictive analytics into a single view. The unification is
fundamental to the rapid time-to-action business imperative.
This view also includes a playback feature that enables
analysts and managers to leverage the pan-temporal capability to look across a time series from past to
present to future, which provides instantaneous and broad context for smarter actions in real-time. The
business imperatives of Operational Intelligence can only be met with this type of instant big picture context
that feeds actions and outcomes.

•

The Executive Scorecard capability within the Command Center provides a higher-level summary view for
business operations managers. This view is ideal for business leaders who need a current picture of business
operations. Users can drill-down into specific activities or transactions to get the context and take the
appropriate action.

•

The Business Value Indicator capability driven by the Temporal Analytics Engine is visualized in the
Command Center with a comprehensive dashboard. These indicators become the basis for smarter actions
and better, faster business outcomes.
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e)

Unification & Openness

The platform’s unified and open architecture eliminates the need to
assemble disparate components and enables solutions to be rapidly
built. The Vitria OI platform is unified and was designed from the
outset to address analytics at scale to meet Operational Intelligence
challenges.

UNIFICATION = RAPID TIME-TO-VALUE
The platform’s unified and open architecture
eliminates the need to assemble disparate
components and enables solutions to be built in a
fraction of the time compared to traditional analytics

The platform can interoperate with various other forms of predictive
analytics and data warehouse technologies in use today. It is
designed to accommodate existing technologies and seamlessly
work with them to deliver a unified solution for the next-generation of Operational Intelligence applications.

VI. Rapid Business Value with the Vitria OI Platform
TEMPORAL ANALYTICS ENGINE &
THE VALUE CHAIN
Vitria’s Temporal Engine is the key to achieving
maximum value with Operational Intelligence
applications – the unification of Intelligent
Actions delivers the ultimate value

Achieving faster and better business outcomes in Operational
Intelligence can only be done if the intelligence and associated actions
are executed in seconds, or in some cases, sub-seconds. Vitria’s
Operational Intelligence platform provides faster analytics in real-time
via its unique Temporal Analytics Engine. The analytics value chain
(Figure 6) shows how the components of the platform leverage the
faster analytics to build value.

The ultimate value comes when prescriptive analytics and Intelligent
Actions are taken to affect business outcomes. Such value cannot be
achieved without a unified analytics platform equipped with self-service and model-driven tools and services. The
platform combines rapid application development, broad analytical context for real-time Operational Intelligence
scenarios, and the ability to take the appropriate action at the right time. Furthermore, the combination of rapid
development tools and unified analytics sets the stage for teams to build innovative new Operational Intelligence
applications. The unified analytics provide new insights for smarter actions.

FIGURE 6: Business Value with the Vitria OI Platform
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VII. Summary / Conclusion
Today’s competitive environment and mission-critical demands in enterprises require dramatic reductions in the
time to develop and gain value from Operational Intelligence projects. This is true for both project timelines as well
as “time-to-action” scenarios in the specific applications. Development teams, analysts, and operations staff need
automation and new tools to obtain results in minutes.
For Operational Intelligence applications, time is more critical than ever before. Capitalizing on the value in
Operational Intelligence means having the ability to know KPIs and patterns as they are happening, and delayed
decision-making can be catastrophic to business operations.
Vitria’s Operational Intelligence platform addresses this demand for rapid implementation timeframes and for
a system that enables intelligent real-time actions that delivers business outcomes faster. It offers a careful and
intelligent balance of a unique and powerful Temporal Analytics Engine that is the core of a broader and open
platform that will work with a wide range of software and databases in place today. It provides powerful self-service
tools and a model-driven development environment that accelerates time-to-value for even the most complex
Operational Intelligence applications. It is a new kind of platform for business operations managers to accelerate
projects through the analytics value chain and deliver better business outcomes faster.
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